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Wii lens cleaning kit



© 1996-2015 is Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Wii Lens Cleaning Kit sold out. The Wii Lens Cleaning Kit is not compatible with the Wii mini. The Wii Lens Cleaning Kit is a tool that can be used to keep the Wii console lens clean and free from dust. The cleaning kit is designed to be a preventive maintenance tool, but is
not designed to solve problems. Contamination of optical lenses in all devices that read data from a disc - such as DVD players and game consoles - is common and can be caused by everything from dust to cigarette smoke. The official ski lifter is specially designed for the Wii by Nintendo and can help keep the lenses
away from contamination. Please note that the cleaning kit should be used for maintenance and may not resolve existing issues and will not affect errors caused by damage to your Wii console or game discs. The Wii lens cleaning kit includes: 1 Lens cleaner 1 bottle cleaner 6 Cleaning pads (one on the lens cleaning
equipment plus 5 additional) Instructions for use for more information on how to use the Wii Cleaning Lens Kit, refer to the instructions for use. Full description not availableView more Top positive reviewAll positive reviews› truster385.0 of 5 starsWorks ESPECIALLY for dirty lenses ONLYReviewed in the UNITED States
on April 28, 2014I bought my Wii 1-2 years after launch, which is around six years ago at this point. I especially had the problem with a dirty lens, which causes the Wii to have a simple, SPECIFIC problem: it can no longer play two-team record games, a category that includes the very popular Super Smash Bros Brawl.
Chances are, if you're reading this review right now, it's because the Wii will no longer play that game. I knew the Wii had a dirty, not damaged, lens because it still played all gamecube and single-layer Wii games just fine. I bought this product, used it as directed, and voila, my Wii works as new. A few things that you
need to consider before buying this item: 1) If the Wii can't read any games at all, chances are that your lenses are directly damaged, not just dirty. There are too many misguided reviews that do not make this distinction. THIS PRODUCT CANNOT REPAIR A DAMAGED LENS, PERIOD. If the Wii can't read any games,
it means you have to replace the lens, which in turn means you're better off replacing it because of the comparable cost. I would strongly suggest either upgrading to the Wii U, which is completely backward compatible with all Wii games and accessories AND upscales them to 1080P, or buys a new Wii Mini. If you rely on
the Wii for Gamecube backward compatibility, but please note that the Wii Mini and NEWER model Wiis (those included with Mario Kart Wii and later) DO NOT have this capability anymore. My suggestion would then be to buy a separate used Gamecube these needs, as you can find the system for a low price price
Days. If you buy a used Wii, please note that this problem is close to inevitable to happen to you again at some point. Please consider #2.2) Wiis is notorious for having dirty lenses due to the design of the system. The plate groove is always open and exposed, which means that even if you are meticulous with plates,
dust and dirt can still be trapped in the disc drive easily. Wii also does not read CD or DVD formats at all, which means that any disc's other than this product will NOT work. Typical disc cleaners have a disc with built-in brushes that you play as either a CD or DVD. If you try to run these products in the Wii, the disc will
never be read, which means it will never spin enough times to actually work.3) I tried Youtube-guided DIY methods first, like taking a CD you don't want anymore and taping a microfiber cloth to it. None of these methods worked for me. This official product worked on the first attempt. YMMV.4) This product is technically
discontinued by the manufacturer, so you pay a premium price. At this point, you can only buy it from retailers for around $20. The official Nintendo store shows the item as sold out, probably for good. Because of this, make sure that you only have a SKITTENt and not damaged lens using the descriptions described.
Paying $20 and expecting something to fix the broken lens is wasted, and you might as well put that money toward buying a new device.5) This product contains six total pads, one attached to the paddle and five refills. The instructions say you can keep using a pillow until it's visibly dirty, so it's not like you only get six
tries, and that's it. The Wii lens appears to be very sensitive, as after using it I discovered a single hair that had to be removed and nothing else. One hair stopped the Wii from being able to read two-layer plates.6) The pillow is adjusted to paddle in a very specific place and includes a nub that you put the pillow over. That
nub is actually what sticks out of the paddle to clean the lens, using the pillow and applied alcohol solution. It seems like a very low-tech solution because of the design of the Wii itself, but trust me when I say that it would be almost impossible to recreate the exact location of the cleaning pad without the product itself.7)
Although it only comes with six pads, it is really valuable to have paddle and placement of the nub. You can easily find DIY replacements when you run out of pads and alcohol.8) This kit does not work on the Wii U. That system has its own method of cleaning the lens. And yes, that system also doesn't read CDs, DVDs
or Blu-Rays. I hope I've given you the relative information and cleaned up some misunderstandings that are out there. Please answer, as I know many of you are awesome parents trying to fix your for your children. Thank you for reading! This item does not belong on this page. Thank you, we'll look at this. Reduce disk
reading errors and keep your Wii console running with the Wii Lens Cleaning Kit. When used regularly, this kit will help keep the plate reader lens free from dust, dirt or other contaminants, which can lead to disc reading errors. (This kit does not affect errors caused by damage to your Wii console or game discs.) This
cleaning kit is for adult use only and contains chemicals and should be kept out of the reach of small children when not in use. Show more Show less Can someone describe what's special about it? There must be a third-party solution that would work. I just bought a used Wii you, and it seems like the lens is giving out.
Can anyone name a cheaper product that would come in there to clean it without having to take it apart? Apart?
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